### Circle the word that has the same meaning.

1. a nut that has a sweet flavor
   - lemon
   - pumpkin
   - banana
   - almond

2. to order or instruct
   - command
   - answer
   - allow
   - reveal

3. the distance from one end of a thing to the other
   - whole
   - length
   - round
   - weight

4. not rough; even
   - broken
   - different
   - smooth
   - wrinkled

5. the worth, importance, or usefulness of something
   - result
   - value
   - damage
   - spoiled

6. a heavy gray metal that is one of the chemical elements, which rusts easily and can be magnetized
   - brass
   - silver
   - gold
   - iron
Circle the word that has the same meaning.

1. a nut that has a sweet flavor
   lemon  pumpkin  banana  almond
   \textcolor{red}{almond}

2. to order or instruct
   command  answer  allow  reveal
   \textcolor{red}{command}

3. the distance from one end of a thing to the other
   whole  length  round  weight
   \textcolor{red}{length}

4. not rough; even
   broken  different  smooth  wrinkled
   \textcolor{red}{smooth}

5. the worth, importance, or usefulness of something
   result  value  damage  spoiled
   \textcolor{red}{value}

6. a heavy gray metal that is one of the chemical elements, which rusts easily and can be magnetized
   brass  silver  gold  iron
   \textcolor{red}{iron}